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Abstract: A simple rectangular microstrip antenna with triangular slotted ground plane has been studied both the-
oretically and experimentally to improve shortcomings like low gain (5–6 dBi), narrow bandwidth (3%–4%), and poor
copolarization (CP) to cross-polarization (XP) isolation, i.e. polarization purity (typically 10–12 dB), of conventional
rectangular microstrip patch antennas. By placing two pairs of triangular shaped slots on the ground plane just below
the nonradiating edges of the patch, high gain (around 9 dBi) and more than 22 dB polarization purity over a wide
elevation angle has been achieved. The proposed antenna covers almost the full X band of frequency from 9.55 GHz to
11.43 GHz while resonating at 10.35GHz (i.e. impedance bandwidth of 17%), so the proposed antenna offers improved
gain, impedance bandwidth, and polarization purity simultaneously as compared to conventional rectangular microstrip
antennas. Parametric studies have been documented to achieve the optimum defect dimension. The specialty of the
proposed antenna is that the gain and radiation pattern is quite stable in the entire operating frequency band, along
with its attractive gain, impedance bandwidth, and polarization performance. The simulated and measured results show
close resemblance to each other. The proposed geometry is quite simple and easy to fabricate and therefore may be
ideal for applications where high gain, stable radiation characteristics, and wide impedance bandwidth along with high
copolarization to cross-polarization isolation over wide elevation angles are required.
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1. Introduction
Modern wireless communication devices demand tiny broadband antennas with high gain, wide impedance
bandwidth, and high polarization purity and hence the rectangular microstrip antenna (RMA) is an obvious
choice for researchers working in the field of low-profile antennas. However, a few drawbacks like low gain
(5–6 dBi), narrow bandwidth (3%–4%), and poor copolarization (CP) to cross-polarization isolation (XP) are
unavoidable with conventional RMAs [1, 2]. Many research results were reported in [3–5] for enhancing the
performance of such antenna characteristics. Although RMAs mainly radiate linearly polarized (copolarization)
electrical fields in the broadside direction, some amount of orthogonal radiation also takes place, which is
popularly known as cross-polarized (XP) radiation. The XP radiation becomes worse in its H-plane compared
to that of the E-plane [6, 7]. Therefore, it restricts the use of RMAs as smart antennas in the field of
modern RF and wireless communication, where high gain over the wideband and high polarization purity are
required. Therefore, designing a simple RMA that can handle all these limitations for the purpose of wireless
communication application is an important challenge to the antenna research community.
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It is noticed in the literature that the XP becomes prominent for the probe-fed design when the dielectric
constant decreases and the substrate thickness increases [6]. The first higher order orthogonal mode (TM02 )
is mainly attributed to cross-polarized radiation while the copolarized radiation is caused by the dominant
(TM10 ) mode in RMAs. In the TM02 mode electric fields from the nonradiating edges of the patch become
very strong and significantly increase the XP radiation. The radiation from the corners of the patch at its
primary dominant TM10 mode is also a key reason for XP radiation from RMAs.

Researchers have reported different techniques like aperture coupled dual polarization [8, 9], modification
of feed structure [10–14] and ground plane [15, 16], and use of composite substrates [17, 18] to improve the
input and radiation characteristics of RMAs. Around 7.5 dBi gain and 24% impedance bandwidth with 23 dB of
CP-XP isolation were obtained in [8, 9]. However, all these structures suffer from complexity in fabrication and
feeding mechanisms. Matched line feeding, stacked patch structure with the “mirrored pair”, and shorted square
patch were adopted in [10–14] for obtaining broader band and lower XP radiation. In almost all the designs
reported in [10–14], the gain of the antenna is low. Moreover, the reported structures are not only complex
but also bulky. Modification of the ground plane structure to reduce XP radiation was explored in [15,16]. In
[15] a W-shaped ground plane was proposed to attain 14 dB of XP isolation in the H-plane along with 12%
impedance bandwidth and 9.5 dB gain only in broad side direction, while in [16] 10–-15 dB cross-polarization
isolation, 24% impedance bandwidth, and almost 8 dBi gain were achieved by a probe-fed patch antenna with a
novel U-shaped ground plane. However, ground plane modification requires a complex manufacturing process.
Simple single layer microstrip antennas (MAs) with air dielectric were reported in [17, 18], where about 7.5–8.5
dBi gain and poor polarization purity of 9 dB along with 5% impedance bandwidth were achieved. Fully and
discretely shorted nonradiating edges have been employed in RMAs for minimization of XP fields as reported
recently in [19, 20]. Polarization purity of about 25 dB is revealed from these reports, but both the structures
suffer from poor impedance bandwidth of 5% and 11%, respectively. A complex structure by modifying feed
and patch geometry in RMAs was reported in [21] for broad bandwidth of 21.15% and high gain of 9.5 dBi with
poor polarization purity of only 12 dB in its H-plane. Wide band E (30%), U (27%), and ψ (54%) shaped patch
antennas were reported in [22–24], where information about gain and polarization purity was not apparent. A
recent article [25] showed the use of a shorted comb shaped patch for the improvement of XP radiation. In [25],
the author reported CP-XP isolation of 35 dB, but the structure suffers from a major drawback of increased
size. Hence, the structure is not suitable for miniaturized devices.

Application of a slot in the ground plane to adopt low XP radiation in RMAs was first reported in [26],
where polarization purity of 5–8 dB was achieved in the broadside direction with no evidence of improvement
of gain and input impedance bandwidth by placing a dot shaped slot on the ground plane. Arc shaped [27] and
L-shaped [28] slotted ground plane integrated microstrip antennas revealed about 12–15 dB CP-XP isolation as
compared to conventional MAs with no information about the improvement of gain and bandwidth. Around 25
dB polarization purity with 5% impedance bandwidth was achieved by placing a rectangular slot in the ground
plane in [29]. Followed by [29], some more reports [30–33] investigated RMAs with bracketed shaped slot [30],
rectangular shaped dumbbell shaped slot [31], cross shaped slot [32], and circular headed dumbbell shaped slot
[33] over the ground plane, respectively. However, in those reports, neither gain nor bandwidth (BW) was
improved. Therefore, the application of slot integrated ground structure seems to be a powerful technique to
address the cross-polarized radiation issue. Nevertheless, the simultaneous improvement of polarization purity
as well as gain and bandwidth still remains a key issue for the antenna research community.
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In the present investigation a simple single layer triangular slotted ground plane integrated RMA has
been proposed for concurrent improvement of gain, impedance bandwidth, and XP performance. The available
literature [1, 34] suggested that for RMAs, CP to XP radiation becomes less when the aspect ratio of the patch
is around 1.5. Therefore, an RMA with such aspect ratio has been utilized for the present investigation. Two
pairs of triangular shape slots are placed beneath the corner of the rectangular patch to redistribute the electric
fields in the corners of the patch as well as in the nonradiating edges (Figure 1a (top view), Figure 1b (bottom
view)) to improve all three parameters without hampering the radiation characteristics of the dominant mode.
The specialty of the present structure is provided by the proper selection of slot geometry in the ground plane.
It is done with a view to modulating the cavity field in such a way that fields will be more concentrated near
the radiating edge compared to that of the conventional structure. In the present structure of investigation,
average gain of 8.7 dBi, impedance bandwidth of 17%, and 18–22 dB polarization purity in the H-plane are
observed. Moreover, the radiation patterns in both the principle planes are stable in the whole operating
frequency band. Therefore, the proposed investigation is a noteworthy report that can address three issues of
RMAs simultaneously.
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of proposed triangular slotted ground plane integrated RMA: (a) top view, (b)
bottom view

2. Theoretical overview and parametric study

In general, the patch and ground plane of the RMA form an electric wall (PEC) while four open boundaries
are considered to be magnetic walls (PMC). Therefore, the slot in the ground plane definitely causes changes
in fields and this in turn alters both the input and the radiation characteristics of the RMA.

First the basic rectangular microstrip antenna is designed to operate in the X-band by using [35] and is
given by:

fr,nm =
c

2
√
εreff

[(
n

L+ 2△L
)2 + (

m

W + 2△W
)2]

1
2
, (1)

where △L is fringing length, △W is fringing width, and εreff is effective dielectric constant. The values of
△L,△W , and εreff have been calculated from [35].
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Two pairs of equilateral triangular shaped slots with side arm length a (Figures 1a and 1b) are placed on
the ground plane just beneath the corners of the patch. The position of the slot on the ground plane is designed
in such a way as to align the center of the triangular slot coincident with the corner of the patch. This is done
with a view to altering the electric field near patch corners. As the arm length (a) of the triangle is increased
from 5.2 mm to 12.06 mm, bandwidth increases significantly, as shown in Figure 2.

For a ranging from a = 10.4 mm to a = 12.06 mm, the impedance bandwidth is almost the same (i.e.
17%). Further increase of slot size (a) may hamper the electric fields beneath the patch, which in turn degrades
the copolarization performance of the proposed antenna. The gain variation with respect to slot dimension is
also shown in the same figure. As the slot size increases initially gain increases and settles down at 8.7 dBi (a
= 8.7 mm and a = 10.4 mm). If the dimension is increased further (i.e. towards a = 12.06 mm), it degrades
the CP gain performance of the proposed triangular slotted ground plane integrated RMA.

Now we demonstrate the polarization purity of the proposed RMA. To find the optimum defect size of
the proposed antenna, normalized H-plane XP performance is examined and shown in Figure 3. It is seen that
as the value of a increases, XP performance improves, and minimum CP-XP isolation is obtained when a =
10.4 mm, which is –22 dB over a wide elevation angle of ±130o . Further increase of a ( i.e. a = 12.06 mm)
degrades the XP performance of the proposed structure.
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Figure 2. Variation of gain and % bandwidth of triangu-
lar slotted ground plane integrated RMA as a function of
slot size.

Figure 3. Simulated normalized H-plane XP pattern for
different slot sizes of proposed triangular slotted ground
plane integrated RMA.

Therefore, the triangular slot with arm length a = 10.4 mm is chosen for the optimum dimension of the
slot. About 8.7 dBi gain, 17% impedance bandwidth, and 22 dB CP-XP isolation over a wide elevation angle
have been achieved from the proposed structure.

Now we focus on the physical insight into the concurrent improvement of impedance bandwidth, gain,
and XP performances of the proposed antenna.

The present antenna with its optimum defect size produces much higher bandwidth compared to classical
RMAs. In fact, as losses increase with the increase of the size of the slot in the ground plane, bandwidth
improves. In fact, increment of loss lowers the cavity quality factor (Q) and hence improves the bandwidth.
The relation between the impedance bandwidth and the quality factor may be written as [1]:
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Bandwidth(BW ) =
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where QT , Qr , Qd , and Qc are total quality factor, quality factor due to radiation, quality factor due to
dielectrics, and quality factor due to conductor, respectively.

Furthermore, it may be noted that the gain of the present structure is also relatively higher than that of
the conventional RMA, which is about 5–6 dBi [1]. In fact, the field distribution beneath the patch is critically
dependent on the defect geometry at the ground plane. Nevertheless, for termination of the electric fields,
the ground plane is necessary. In case of the triangular slotted ground plane integrated structure, due to the
absence of ground plane in some regions beneath the patch, the fringing is modified. This in turn produces a
more uniform distribution over the aperture compared to conventional RMAs (Figure 4a), as shown in Figure
4b, where the magnitude of electric field distribution over the substrate in the present antenna (a = 10.4 mm)
is depicted.

 

 

(a)

 

 
 

(b)

Figure 4. Electric field distribution on the substrate for (a) conventional RMA and (b) proposed triangular slotted
ground plane integrated RMA.

Therefore, the present antenna gives much higher gain compared to other low-profile antennas, which is
quite striking for antenna researchers.

It is interesting to note that the field distribution over the substrate (Figure 4b) is quite symmetric
between the lower and upper half sections of the patch. Consequently, XP performance of the present antenna
improves as indicated in [36].

3. Proposed structure
A rectangular microstrip antenna of length L = 8 mm and width W = 12 mm has been designed on PTFE
substrate of size 80× 80 mm2 , height (h) = 1.575 mm, and permittivity (εr ) = 2.33. Four equilateral triangle
type slots have been placed below the patch in such a way that the center of each slot coincides with the four
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corners of the patch. The Table shows the optimized size of the slot as well as the patch dimensions. The
schematic antenna structure is shown in Figure 1 and the optimized fabricated structure is shown in Figure 5a
(top view) and Figure 5b (bottom view).

(a) (b)

Figure 5. Fabricated triangular slot ground plane integrated RMA: (a) top view, (b) bottom view.

Table. Detailed parameters of the proposed RMA of thickness h = 1.575 mm, εr = 2.33.

L (mm) W (mm) a(mm) fr10 (GHz)
8 12 10.4 10.35

4. Results and discussion
The simulated (HFSS v.14) and measured results obtained from the conventional and triangular slotted ground
plane integrated RMA are presented in this section. The fed positions for the conventional one and the prototype
are 2.4 mm and 3.1 mm, respectively, from the center of the metal patch. The reflection coefficient profile of
both antennas is shown in the Figure 6.

The conventional RMA resonates at 10.33 GHz while the proposed RMA resonates at 10.35 GHz (mea-
sured). The increment of fringing fields near the radiating edges may be attributed to such a slight shift in
resonant frequency. Improvement of bandwidth is clearly apparent from Figure 6. About 17% impedance band-
width (9.55 GHz to 11.43 GHz) is achieved by the proposed structure (both simulated and measured) while the
same is only 3%–4% [1] for the conventional RMA.

Figure 7 shows the radiation pattern of the proposed antenna at its H-plane in dominant mode frequency.
The H-plane XP performance has been improved surprisingly as a consequence of the placement of the optimized
slot in the ground plane. As the E-plane radiation pattern does not change very much, it is not shown. The
gain of the proposed structure is 8.7 dBi at center frequency. Minimum CP-XP isolation is about 22 dB while
the same for the conventional RMA is only 12 dB near the entire broadside region. It is observed that the
improved polarization purity in the case of the proposed antenna is significantly improved over a wide elevation
angle (±130o ).
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Figure 6. Reflection coefficient profile of conventional and
proposed triangular slot ground plane integrated RMA.

Figure 7. Radiation pattern (H-plane) conventional and
proposed triangular slot ground plane integrated RMA at
corresponding center frequency.

The antenna should maintain its gain and minimum CP-XP isolation throughout its impedance band-
width. Figure 8 shows the variation of gain as well as minimum CP-XP isolation of the proposed RMA structure
over its whole operating bandwidth. Gain maintains its value from 7 to 8.7 dBi and minimum CP-XP isolation
is between 18 and 22 dB within the whole impedance bandwidth, which is quite appreciable.

Figure 8. Variation of gain and minimum CP-XP isolation of triangular slot ground plane integrated RMA in the
operating frequency band.

The stability of the profile of the radiation pattern is an important issue for a broadband RMA. Therefore,
the radiation pattern of the proposed structure has been studied at two different frequencies other than the
center frequency within the operating bandwidth of the proposed antenna (at 9.66 GHz and 11.41 GHz) and
this is shown in Figures 9a and 9b. The radiation patterns at the frequencies other than the center frequency
seem to be very stable, which confirms the stable and efficient performance of the proposed RMA in its whole
operating band.

It is noted that the measured results slightly deviate from the simulated results as presented in the
graphical representations. However, this level of deviation is due to fabrication error and is tolerable for the
antenna community.
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Figure 9. H-plane radiation pattern of proposed triangular slot ground plane integrated RMA at frequencies other than
center frequency: (a) 9.66 GHz and (b) 11.41 GHz.

(a)

(b)

Figure 10. Surface current distribution of conventional RMA over the patch corresponding to (a) dominant TM10

mode and (b) first higher order orthogonal TM02 mode.
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For more confirmation of the theory, the distributions of surface current on the patch for both the con-
ventional structure and proposed structure have been studied. Figure 10 shows the electric current distribution
on the patch for the conventional RMA in dominant mode (TM10 ) (Figure 10a) and the first higher order
orthogonal mode (TM02 ) (Figure 10b), which is mainly responsible for cross-polarization. In the case of the
conventional RMA (Figure 10a) the surface current flows along the length of the patch, while in the case of
the first higher order orthogonal mode (Figure 10b) current flows along the patch width and this current is
definitely orthogonal to the current flow in TM10 mode. The surface current is maximum at the patch corners
in TM10 mode, which is clear from Figure 10a.

As soon as the slot is introduced the strong electric fields at the corner of the patch disappear, which helps
to enhance the XP performance of the proposed structure (Figure 11a). The radiation from the nonradiating
edges of the patch in TM02 mode (Figure 11b) is also responsible for cross-polarization. Figure 11b also shows
that the slot along the nonradiating edges eliminates the electric field near the nonradiating edges due to the
first higher order orthogonal mode. Hence, the surface current distribution only along the length persists, which
again helps to improve the XP performance of the proposed structure.

(a)

(b)

Figure 11. Surface current distribution of conventional RMA over the patch corresponding to (a) dominant TM10

mode and (b) first higher order orthogonal TM02 mode.
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5. Conclusion
A simple and compact triangular slot ground plane integrated RMA is proposed for concurrent improvement
of the gain, impedance bandwidth, and polarization purity over wide elevation angles. From the proposed
structure, about 17% impedance bandwidth, stable radiation pattern with peak gain 8.7 dBi, and 18–22 dB
polarization purity over broad elevation angles are achieved. The proposed antenna is very useful for wireless
applications where high polarization purity over wide elevation angles along with stable gain and wide impedance
bandwidth are required with such a simple and low-profile microstrip antenna.
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